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Create a table and column graph using the data from the picture graph. 

________ has the smallest family. ________ has the largest family. ________ family is half the size of

Ned’s. ________ family is twice the size as Zac’s. ________ family is half the size of Cal’s. ________

family is twice the size as Tom’s. ________ lives with her mom, dad and sister. ________ lives with his

dad. ________ lives with his mom, dad, grandfather, two sisters and three brothers. ________ lives with

his mom and dad. ________ lives with her mom and three sisters. Together, Sam and Zac’s families

are the same size as ________. Ben’s family is three times the size of ________. ________ family is

three times the size of Tom’s. Together, ________ and Zoe’s families are the same size as Ben’s.

Ben Zoe Tom Soo Sam Max Ned Zac CalBen Zoe Tom Soo Sam Max Ned Zac Cal

Number of people in our family

Ben Zoe Tom Soo Sam Max Ned Zac Cal

How many starfish, fish, shells, octopi, crabs and sea urchins are in this rock pool?
Make a table, picture graph and column graph to show this data.

There are twice as many crabs as ____________. There are twice as many sea urchins as ___________.

Together, there are the same number of starfish and sea urchins as ___________. Together, there are

the same number of starfish and ___________ as shells. There are more ___________ than shells.

There are less ___________ and ___________ than starfish. There are ___ more fish than shells. There

are four more ___________ than starfish. There are eight more fish than ____________. There are ten

more ___________ than crabs. There are ___ more sea urchins than octopi. If the tide washed half the 

animals and shells out of the rock pool, there would be ___ sea urchins, ___ crabs, ___ octopus, 

___ shells, ___ fish and ___ starfish left.
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ANSWER KEY

first vowel says 
its name

vowels blend

Create a table and column graph using the data from the picture graph. 

________ has the smallest family. ________ has the largest family. ________ family is half the size of

Ned’s. ________ family is twice the size as Zac’s. ________ family is half the size of Cal’s. ________

family is twice the size as Tom’s. ________ lives with her mom, dad and sister. ________ lives with his

dad. ________ lives with his mom, dad, grandfather, two sisters and three brothers. ________ lives with

his mom and dad. ________ lives with her mom and three sisters. Together, Sam and Zac’s families

are the same size as ________. Ben’s family is three times the size of ________. ________ family is

three times the size of Tom’s. Together, ________ and Zoe’s families are the same size as Ben’s.

Ben Zoe Tom Soo Sam Max Ned Zac CalBen Zoe Tom Soo Sam Max Ned Zac Cal

Number of people in our family

Ben Zoe Tom Soo Sam Max Ned Zac Cal

How many starfish, fish, shells, octopi, crabs and sea urchins are in this rock pool?
Make a table, picture graph and column graph to show this data.

There are twice as many crabs as ____________. There are twice as many sea urchins as ___________.

Together, there are the same number of starfish and sea urchins as ___________. Together, there are

the same number of starfish and ___________ as shells. There are more ___________ than shells.

There are less ___________ and ___________ than starfish. There are ___ more fish than shells. There

are four more ___________ than starfish. There are eight more fish than ____________. There are ten

more ___________ than crabs. There are ___ more sea urchins than octopi. If the tide washed half the 

animals and shells out of the rock pool, there would be ___ sea urchins, ___ crabs, ___ octopus, 

___ shells, ___ fish and ___ starfish left.
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